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Fig. 4 Plot of
penalty, mode 3
(system A) varia-
tion with number
of computer bits.
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a perfect update of velocity, position, and attitude occurs
prior to the burn from the parking orbit.

The system parameters used in the evaluation technique
can be estimated using techniques that are relatively unso-
phisticated but are of sufficient accuracy to accomplish the
desired result. These techniques were implemented in com-
puter programs now in use at NASA/ERG. The computer
programs were exercised on a Jupiter flyby mission. For this
mission and the assumptions made, it can be concluded that
the accuracy of the strapdown guidance systems evaluated is
adequate to accomplish the guidance and navigation of a
Jupiter flyby mission.

If the first midcourse correction is made 10 days after
launch and the required probability of mission failure attrib-
utable to guidance is 0.05, the reliability (mean time to failure)
of the pure inertial strapdown guidance systems considered
is such that no system examined would succeed if operated
continuously from launch to midcourse. If the probability
of mission failure attributable to guidance is relaxed to 0.1,
the two specified systems still fail if midcourse correction is
made 10 days after launch. An optimum system which will
succeed is found.

Concentrated attention to reduction of system power re-
quirements would yield a significant reduction in the weight
attributable to guidance for this specific mission. This might
be achieved by development of a lightweight variable thermal
impedance for the ISU.

Reference
1 Rea, F. G. and Fischer, N. H., -"An Improved Method of

Estimating Midcourse Fuel Requirements (Approximating the
Probability Distribution of the Magnitude of a Vector with
Normal, Zero Mean, Components)," paper presented to NASA/
ERC Fourth Guidance Theory and Trajectory Analysis Seminar,
Cambridge, Mass., May 16-17, 1968.

Far Field Approximation for a Nozzle
Exhausting into a Vacuum

JOHN W. BROOK*
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation,

Bethpage, N. Y.

Introduction
TI THE flowfield generated by a nozzle exhausting into a
-1- vacuum is very important to designers of space vehicles

and onboard experiments. Many problems arise due to the
interaction of the effluent with the vehicle and experiment
components. Among these is the generation of cross-
coupled torques due to the impingement of reaction control

system (RCS) plumes on the exterior of the spacecraft, par-
ticularly on solar paddles.

In many cases, the thrust of RCS jets is quite small [e.g.,
on the NASA-Grumman Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
(OAO), thrust ~0.1 lb]; however, the area of the solar
paddles is quite large (e.g., 80 ft2 on the OAO). The force
resulting from plume impingement may act through a large
moment arm, possibly causing a control problem, although
only a portion of the plume strikes the paddle. The predic-
tion of such forces, in addition to knowledge of the gas-
surface interaction properties, requires a reasonably accurate
description of density profiles in the far field of the plume
(i.e., tens of nozzle-exit I'adii downstream). This Note
describes an analytical method for obtaining these profiles
which is more accurate than those presently available.

Discussion and Analysis

The far field of a plume is conventionally described using
the continuum method of characteristics. Neglect of kirietic
relaxation effects is reasonable, particularly for the density
field, if the mass velocity approaches its thermodynamic
limit before significant departures from thermodynamic
equilibrium occur. Under this assumption, the method may
be considered exact. The calculation is time consuming,
however, and at large distances from the nozzle, computa-
tional difficulties occur. Furthermore, determination of
quantities at locations intermediate to the characteristics
mesh points requires a multipoint interpolation scheme that
adds further computational time.

Several authors1-3 have attempted to evade the difficulties
associated with the method pf characteristics by approximate
analytical methods directed specifically to the far field.
Each of these methods is based on the assumption that the
flow at large distances from the exit is radial, i.e., as r -> do

P7r2 = function (0) = F(6) = F(0)/(0) (P

where p is the density, V the velocity, and r,6 a spherical co-
ordinate system located at the origin (Fig. 1). This assump-
tion has been supported by exact calculations and also follows
from the continuity equation. The function f(0) is chosen
to be a reasonable representation of the expected profiles as
well as to be mathematically tractable. Albini1 expressed
/(0) in terms of the limiting expansion angle 0max (Fig. 1),
based on a correlation of exact calculations, as

f(B) = cos1/^-1)(7T0/20max)

where X is the specific heat ratio. However, F(0) was not
specified. Roberts2 and Hill and Draper3 based their calcula-
tions on a one-parameter family of profiles. In Roberts'
case, ^

f(6) = cos*0
and in Hill and Draper's case,

exp [- X2(l - cos0)2]
where k and X are constants. These constants and the values
of F(fl) were then obtained by conservation of mass and
momentum flux between the nozzle exit and far downstream.

In the latter two cases, however, the values of F(0), which
represent the axial density, are low compared with exact
calculations. Since mass arid momenturn flux are con-
served, this implies that the density in some region away
from the centerline must be higher than the correct value.
For applications considered here, where only portions of the

'STREAMLINES *= CONST.

Received February 19, 1969.
* Research Scientist, Research Department. Member AIAA. Fig. 1 Schematic of flow from nozzle into a vacuum.
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plume may be considered, this can result in unacceptable
estimates of the impingement forces. A modification of the
Hill and Draper profile is presented below which allows
matching of the axial density F(0) and conserves mass and
momentum flux. However, values of F(0) must be ob-
tained from correlations of previous exact calculations or
from a future analysis of the axial density decay rate, so the
method is not entirely predictive.

To extend the method further upstream, we rewrite Eq.
(1),

PVr* = F(r,0)/(r,0) (la)
where the change of both functions with r is slow. The flow
is still radial with origin at the nozzle exit plane. We assume

/(r,0) = exp [- X2(r)(l - cos0)*<r>] (2)
Using the stagnation density pstag, sonic velocity 7*,

and exit radius ye, as density, velocity, and length scales,
and assuming radial exit flow and a perfect gas, conservation
of mass flux at the exit and at a radius r = const may be
written

-(i/T-i)
ArF(r,0) =

/(r,0) sin0d0 (3)
where Ar = (ye/y*)2, the area ratio of the nozzle, and
y* is the sonic radius. Under the same assumptions, and
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Fig. 3 Comparison of off-axis density profiles — leading
characteristic does not reach axis.

expressing the pressure in terms of density, the momentum
flux balance may be written

pVrW + 7 +-V-)
where

CFR = + cos/3) (7e/Fmax)[l +

sin0 cosddO (4)

(5)
is the ratio of the thrust coefficient of the nozzle to the maxi-
mum thrust coefficient (= T/rmax); Me and Ve are the exit
Mach number and velocity, respectively, and ft is the nozzle
lip angle. The effect of nozzle divergence angle, proposed
originally by Malina,4 has been included here. Also, we re-
tain the terms in Eq. (4) which relate to the difference be-
tween the velocity on the axis and the maximum velocity,
and the local pressure. Previous analyses have ignored
these effects. In particular, the nozzle divergence has a
substantial effect on the results, whereas the velocity and
pressure corrections become important as 7 — > 1 or for mod-
erate values of r.

To calculate the velocity and pressure corrections, we use
Eq. (la) and the isentropic velocity-density relationship.
Then if

V = [(7 - 1)/(T + l)]1/2^(r,0)/(r,0)/r' (6)
is assumed small, an expansion of V and p in terms of 77 may
be carried out. Substituting the results into Eq. (4), we find

r(2/p) 1 - ftpAF + fri(AF)2 >/2

^ }r(l/p) l-CFR-
where F is the complete gamma function,

+ (27 - l)-*'p(B - A)

and

6l = 7-i/pA + (27 - l)-i/*(B - A)
A = (7 ~ l)/2 + 1, B = (7 - l)/7

A7 = 1 - [(7 - l)/(7 + l)]i/'7(r,0)

Fig. 2 Comparison of off-axis density profiles.

Terms 0(AF)3 and higher have been neglected in both the
numerator and denominator. In Eq. (7) the velocity and
pressure corrections are included in AF; if A V is neglected
and p is set equal to 2, the Hill and Draper result (with
divergence correction) is obtained. Integration of Eq. (3)
leads straightforwardly to

[2/(7 + 1)] - r^i p\^/2T(l/p)Ar (8)
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For a given F(r,0), the procedure is to iterate on p, using
Eqs, (7) and (8), until the result from Eq. (8) agrees with
the given value.

The results of some typical calculations, taken from Refs.
5 and 6, are presented in Figs. 2 and 3 and are compared
with exact calculations for various values of 7. Results for
p = 2, easily obtained during the iteration on p, are included
for comparison. The graphs show reasonable agreement
with the present model, and indicate that values of p near one
are more appropriate than the Hill and Draper case, p = 2.
Of particular interest is the case presented in Fig. 3. This
case is one for which the leading characteristic from the nozzle
lip does not reach the axis. For this case the density is known
along the entire axis, and the present method is completely
self-contained. Despite the fact that the density in the
exact case is almost constant near the axis, the present method
agrees well with the characteristics calculation.
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Operational Flight Program Validation
Plan for Missiles

B. E. FERRIER JR.*
Univac, St. Paul, Minn.

MISSILE guidance computer (MGC) systems become in-
creasingly complex as they take over more of the guid-

ance functions. Operational flight programs have been
developed to use all of the computational potential a com-
puter has to offer. Support software also has increased in
magnitude. As more components are added to a system or
program, more tools are required to validate operational
success. Knowledge of the mission and system modeling
are factors of prime importance in defining and exercising
validation techniques. Realism must be built into the flight

Fig. 1 Computer system interface.

simulation program to accurately execute all flight functions
specified. Operational flight program validation is the veri-
fication that the program meets the requirements and the
intent of the governing programing specifications. These
specifications contain the equations, executive logic, accuracy,
and timing requirements to perform all the mission functions
required of the MGC programs.

Mission Analysis

Significant trajectory events, criteria which initiate or
terminate each phase, and special simulation considerations
must be identified from mission specifications. The physical
process programs (vehicle dynamic modeling) required
to simulate vehicle performance must be selected based on a
review of the MGC data processing functions on system
inputs and the type of MGC outputs and their effects on the
vehicle response.

The form of the program to be validated, the acceptance
criteria, the number of cases to be simulated, simulation time
utilization, and final program quality assurance require-
ments influence the cost and length of time required to do a
job. The acceptance of a program can be influenced by
build-up of truncation errors and timing irregularities that
are difficult to evaluate during trajectory simulations. Often,
data can be analyzed over and over again until a final con-
clusion is reached that this is the best that can be done with a
particular equation because of basic number representation
errors and assigned scalings (for fixed-point arithmetic).
Careful evaluation at the beginning of the project can mini-
mize this effect by establishing acceptable tolerances. If a
program contains logic which cannot be executed by a nomi-
nal trajectory, then special or perturbed simulations must be
performed.

Computer/System Interface

Interfacing a simulated computer into the total simulation
process requires computer input-output (I/O) modeling in
detail. Figure 1 shows a typical over-all computer/system
interface.

The guidance and control equations use the vehicle dynamic
inputs (provided by onboard sensors) and specify the program

Presented as Paper 68-822 at the AIAA Guidance, Control,
and Flight Dynamics Conference, Pasadena, Calif., August 12-14,
1968; submitted August 28, 1968; revision received February 5,
1969.

* Supervising Mathematician, Advanced Systems Department.
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Fig. 2 Module interaction in the flight simulation
program.
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